ISEC7 and Enzcom (providers of Office Box) join the Innovation in Cyber
Security Showcase as collaboration partners with UM-labs.
The Companies plan to drive best in class cyber security services for Mobility and at the
desk for Voice and Video with compliance tested and a certified cloud layer. Office Box
provides an ‘all in one’ package for Unified Communications in the cloud and has UM
Labs Security Software Platform as a Service securing access to Microsoft Lync and
others across multiple IPPBX platforms. ISEC7 is already the leading Mobility planner
and implementer for corporate devices. This partnership will provide the 21st century
security solutions to solve security and inter-operability problems with any SIP based
UC/VOIP/Video/BYOD.
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London and Hamburg, Germany 11 June 2014 – UM-LABS, a leader in Security and inter-operability Solutions
for Universal Communications (UC) application, today announced that its technology will be incorporated into
Office Box as a layer in a hybrid or private cloud for corporates in Germany. The service has been selected as a
security partner in the hosted market for Microsoft office applications and SAP running on Dell hardware at
Office Box. “The companies plan to offer a new and higher level of protection for SME and major corporate users
now adopting UC at an ever increasing rate”, said Mr Peter Cox- CEO UM Labs.
Mr. Jens Enzensperger- CEO of Enzcom and provider of Office Box, a consultant and expert in the Federal
Association of the experts and reviewers (BISG) Germany, stated “ we have taken this step in order to support
our customers and the industry in the establishment of high-quality IT solutions. The role of BISG is to provide
experts and consultants for industries, such as insurance companies, lawyers, corporations, courts and industry
and commerce, needing this level of support. This capability together with UM-Labs compliant Cyber Security
cloud solution, is key to protecting our customer base“.
The ISEC7 Group is a global provider of mobile business services and software solutions. The company was one of
the first movers in mobilising company and business processes. The Enterprise Mobility Management Experts at
ISEC7 will work in collaboration with UM-Labs to provide greater device security and authentication across
mobile platforms, this will be provided in any cloud environment, public, private or Hybrid.
Marco Gocht, CEO ISEC7, explains: "Our innovative solutions exactly meet market requirements. ISEC7 Mobility
for SAP 6.0, ISEC7 Mobility Cloud, ISEC7 Managed Service CAL and ISEC7 Mobile Exchange Delegate bring relief to
companies and offer them everything for a comprehensive Enterprise Mobility Management Strategy. UM-Labs
innovation in Cyber Security across all UC platforms allows us to complete the fraud protection needs of our
customers when using mobile smartphones and tablets, we look forward to a successful partnership with both
Office Box and UM-Labs”.
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This new 21 century security technology provides an interactive offering either set up as a Security Software
Platform as a Service (SSPaaS) or placed in the corporate private cloud. The speed of implementation and interoperation with Microsoft Lync enhances the corporate experience through improved protection.

For more information visit:
www.isec7.com
www.enzcom.de
www.um-labs.com
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